Paul & Zabeth Bayne CRY OUT for Justice and Compassion. Should the Ministry of Children & Family Development (MCFD) be allowed to continue its oppression of the Bayners (being punished for exposing the tragedy to Global TV)? You (the media) be the JUDGE.

The SEVENTH (7th) PROTEST in support of the “Baynes” will be held outside of Premier Gordon Campbell’s office at 3615 West 4th Ave., Vancouver, BC (junction of West 4th & Dunbar St.) at 11:30 a.m. on July 30, 2009 (Tuesday). If you are interested to find out more from Paul and Zabeth Bayne about the TRAGEDY, DENIAL OF JUSTICE, ABUSES, OPPRESSION & PERSECUTION inflicted by MCFD on them, please join us on July 30, 2009.

A BRIEF HISTORY

Around Sept 23, 2007 as their baby girl (DOB: Aug. 3, 2007) lay resting on a blanket on the living room floor, her brother “B” (DOB: June 12, 2005) came running around the corner, stumbled and fell over her. No injuries were visible at the time. On Sept 26, 2007, their baby vomited after feeding and started to gasp for air. She became listless and was not breathing. The parents rushed her to the emergency, but then she was sent home. This process continued for three weeks. Their baby’s head grew six centimeters during this time before a CT was finally done and she consequently received treatment. The parents struggled for treatment for their baby for three weeks only to have a misdiagnosis (Shaken Baby Syndrome) occur and lose their three children (the baby girl and her two elder brothers). The Baynes have more than 9 medical specialists showing that the “Shaken Baby Syndrome” alleged by MCFD is a misdiagnosis. What is frightening is the fact that MCFD has full knowledge at all material times that the baby girl has a rare disease at birth known as Glutaric Acidemia which has been frequently misdiagnosed as “Shaken Baby Syndrome”. Furthermore, MCFD has ignored its own lawyer’s advice that the case for continuing detention of the two boys is “not sufficient in court”. The LAW stipulates that the TOTAL PERIOD for a child under 5 in the temporary custody of “MCFD” MUST NOT EXCEED 12 months (S.45(1)(a) of the Child, Family and Community Service Act). “MCFD” apart from showing contempt to the LAW (children seized on October 22, 2007), is insisting to have a 20-day trial sometimes next year intending to wear the Baynes out in order to conceal its own MISTAKES & FAULTS. Tragically and unjustly, the Premier by refusing and/or neglecting and/or ignoring the Baynes’ plea for justice and reunion with their children (who were sequestrated by force by MCFD and MCFD’s continuing unlawful detention of them), aids and abets such wrong-doing.